HAMLET

and

BAMLET

Both Kill Tumor Cells Without Killing
Healthy Cells or the Immune System
HAMLET

means Human Alpha-lactalbumin Made Lethal to Tumor cells. A
component of human “Mother’s Milk”, it triggers the death of tumor cells.
This research was published Feb 11, 2006 in PubMed.gov US National
Library of Medicine National Institute of Health but it never made the
evening news. (Thank you Sweden for initiating this profound study! C.Svanborg Institute of Laboratory Medicine,
Dept of Microbiology, Immunology & Glycobiology, Lund University 221 00 Lund, Sweden).

BAMLET

means Bovine Alpha-lactalbumin and Oleic Acid. It behaves
identical to HAMLET, but only when derived from pasture-raised raw cow’s
milk. BAMLET activates a lysosomal cell death program in cancer cells and
kills tumor cells via a mechanism involving lysosomal membrane
permeabilization, and has potent cytotoxic activity against eight cancer cell
lines that were tested. This research was published Jan 9, 2010 in
PubMed.gov US National Library of Medicine National Institute of Health
but it was too boring for nation press. (Thank you Denmark! P.Rammer Apoptosis Dept & Centre
for Genotoxic Stress Response, Institute for Cancer Biology, Danish Cancer Society, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Long before science uncovered HAMLET and BAMLET, Dr. Johanna Budwig (Cancer Researcher and 7-Time
Nobel Prize Nominee) successfully treated her patients with raw milk Quark Cheese plus Organic Cold-Pressed
Flaxseed Oil (Budwig Cancer Treatment Protocol). In 1929 Dr. J.R. Crewe began the “Raw Milk Cure” study on
the premiss “the body eliminates (detoxes) and healthy new blood is restored so disease is eliminated”. The 16
year study and sanitarium were funded by the Mayo Foundation (Mayo Clinic) which concluded “Raw milk and
sound blood differ in nothing but color: milk is blood”, which became every doctor’s mantra. Hippocrates and
Galen prescribed raw milk for medicinal benefits; see here and over here, and one more here. Raw milk heals
the body, imitation milk creates illness in the body and no wonder it is the most allergic food on the planet.
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